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To be able to use the RollerCoaster Tycoon 3 expansion Wild!, you would need to buy Planet Coaster as well. If you want all
the expansion packs to use on one version of the game, you would need to buy the Wild! expansion for Planet Coaster.
Soaked! and Wild! were also included in the RollerCoaster Tycoon World game, that was released in 2015 for PS4, Xbox
and PC. As Frontier Developments is responsible for creating RollerCoaster Tycoon 3 and RollerCoaster Tycoon World,
people might have expected a recent update to Planet Coaster as well, but this was not the case. Planet Coaster remained
unchanged, except for the occasional bug fix. The release of Planet Coaster on console was to coincide with the release of
RollerCoaster Tycoon World, but there was no cross-play between the two games. There has been no talk of bringing the
latter series to more platforms, so this is one of the few best new games of 2020 to play on the switch, especially since it is
the only RollerCoaster Tycoon game on Switch. You can play all of the PS3 games, including the ones that haven't been
released on the PS4, on the PS Vita. When you buy a game on the PS3, it will automatically download to the PS Vita, and
vice versa. This is different from the PS4, which does not have backwards compatibility. Downgrade protection PS3 titles
can be played on the PS Vita, but they cannot be played on the PS3 using the PS Vita.
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